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Abstract
An associative algebra of holomorphic dierential forms is constructed associated with pure N=2
Super-Yang-Mills theory for the Lie algebra F4. Existence and associativity of this algebra, combined
with the general arguments in the work of Marshakov, Mironov and Morozov, proves that the prepotential
of this theory satises the generalized WDVV system.
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1 Introduction
In 1994, Seiberg and Witten [1] solved the low energy behaviour of pure N=2 Super-Yang-Mills theory by
giving the solution of the prepotential F . The essential ingredients in their construction are a family of
Riemann surfaces , a meromorphic dierential SW on it and the denition of the prepotential in terms of











where AI and BI belong to a subset of the canonical cycles on the surface  and the aI are a subset of the
moduli parameters of the family of surfaces. These formulae dene the prepotential F (a1; :::; ar) implicitly,
where r denotes the rank of the gauge group under consideration.
A link between the prepotential and the Witten-Dijkgraaf-Verlinde-Verlinde equations [2],[3] was rst
suggested in [4]. Since then an extensive literature on the subject was formed. It was found that the
perturbative piece of the prepotential F(a1; :::; ar) for pure N=2 SYM theory satises the generalized WDVV
equations [5],[6],[7]
FIF−1K FJ = FJF−1K FI 8I; J;K = 1; :::; r (1.2)




Moreover it was shown that the full prepotential for classical Lie algebras satises this generalized WDVV
system [5],[8],[9]. The approach used by these authors consists of constructing an associative algebra of
holomorphic dierential forms, which together with a residue formula and existence of an invertible metric
proves that the prepotential satises the generalized WDVV equations. For simply laced Lie algebras, an
alternative proof was given in [10]. Since these include the exceptional Lie algebras of type E6; E7; E8 this
leaves the case of Lie algebra F4 open1.
1The algebra G2 has rank two, which corresponds to two variables a1; a2. However, the generalized WDVV equations are
trivial for a function F of only two variables.
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In this letter, we construct the algebra of dierential forms for the Lie algebra F4 and we prove its
associativity. Combined with the general remarks of [8],[9] this proves that the prepotential satises the
WDVV equations.
2 Associative algebra for F4























where p; q; b1 are polynomials in x; u1; :::; u4 which can be found in Appendix A. The Seiberg-Witten dier-





x (@xW ) dxp
W 2 − 4 (2.2)







W 2 − 4 = i
dxp
W 2 − 4 (2.3)
where = denotes equality modulo exact forms and the last equality in (B:1) introduces the i. We want to








where G is a xed holomorphic form and Hij are holomorphic forms.
There are mainly three circumstances that make the investigation dierent from that of the classical
algebras. For Lie algebras of type A, the study of the algebra (2:4) essentially comes down to creating
an algebra from a (commutative) ring of polynomials i 2 C [x] modulo the ideal generated by the xed
polynomial @xW . Such an algebra is automatically associative, because any commutative ring modulo
an ideal is again a commutative ring. For the other classical Lie algebras, the i and @xW need not be
polynomial, but a multiplication by x for some  makes them polynomial and the same construction can
be applied. In our case however (as for all the exceptional groups), this strategy does not work due to the
cubic and square roots in (2:1).
Furthermore, the Riemann surfaces do not have enough known involutions, which facilitated the investi-
gation for classical groups. These two problems will be dealt with in the following sections: we will construct
a polynomial algebra in several variables and an involution of the Riemann surface is found.
Finally, the case of F4 is more dicult from a purely computational point of view, and calculations have
to be done using a computer. We did calculations in the symbolic languages REDUCE [13] and MAPLE
[14].
2.1 The polynomial ring and ideals






which are certainly not polynomial in x. For classical gauge groups this problem does not occur and the
i are basically in a polynomial ring. It is desirable to work with a polynomial ring because it will lead to
























The ei are polynomial not in one variable x, but in four variables x; a; b; c:
Proposition 1 The ei are elements of the polynomial ring C [x; a; b; c].
Proof. See appendix B.
Due to the denitions of a; b; c there are certain relations among them. When multiplying the ei to obtain
an algebra, we have to take into account that
c2 − q2 − 4p3 = 0 (I.1)
ab+ p3 = 0 (I.2)
a2 − 1
2
(q − c) b = 0 (I.3)
b2 − 1
2
(q + c) a = 0 (I.4)
These equations generate also other polynomial relations between a; b; c. For example, from the denition of
a it is clear that a3 = 12 (−q + c) p3. This relation can also be deduced from (I:3) and (I:2) :
a3 = a  a2 = ab1
2
(q − c) = 1
2
(−q + c) p3 (2.7)
We will make practical use of these relations via the following
Denition 2 The equations (I.1),(I.2),(I.3),(I.4) generate2 an ideal I in C [x; a; b; c].
So in fact the ei are in C [x; a; b; c] =I and for any equivalence class p(x; a; b; c) + I of this space we can
take a representative of the following form:
p(x; a; b; c) + I = p1(x) + ap2(x) + bp3(x) + cp4(x) + acp5(x) + bcp6(x) + I (2.8)
because any higher powers of a; b; c can be rewritten using the ideal.
Since we expect the Hij to be holomorphic dierentials, we have taken the Ansatz that they are of the
same form as the !i. Since
!i = i
dxp




W 2 − 4 (2.9)
with i as in (B:4), we take
Hij = Qij
dxp








(abpij1(x) + apij2(x) + bpij3(x) + abcpij4(x) + acpij5(x) + bcpij6(x))
dxp
W 2 − 4 (2.10)
With this choice, the classes represented by eQij are elements of C [x; a; b; c] =I. Final part of the Ansatz is
that the polynomials pijk(x) are graded in the variables (x; ui) with a certain degree which will be determined
in section 2.2.
Furthermore we have to make a choice for the holomorphic dierential G. In the ADE cases, there are
reasons [10] to take G = !r = dxp
W2−4 where r is the rank of the group. By analogy we take G = !4.




would yield ea2 − 12p (qb− bc) = 0 which is not polynomial. This is the reason why an
extra factor p is added in the denition of a and b.
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In terms of the ei we get 
1
abc





ek e4 + eQij]@xW! (2.12)




ek e4 + eQij]@xW (2.13)
in C [x; a; b; c] =I. From this multiplication structure, the existence of which will be discussed in section 2.3,
we can construct an algebra
Denition 3 We dene the algebra A by dening the multiplication  : C [x; a; b; c] =I  C [x; a; b; c] =I !
C [x; a; b; c] =I by




where the structure constants are taken from (2.13). e4 is the unity for this multiplication.
The ideal I and the ideal generated by abc@xW together give a new ideal J in C [x; a; b; c]. It can be
shown that C [x; a; b; c] =J is nite dimensional. The algebra A is obtained from polynomial multiplication
modulo this ideal and it yields a 4-dimensional subalgebra of C [x; a; b; c] =J . By our construction we have
proven associativity:
Theorem 4 The algebra A is associative.
With this result, the problem of nding an appropriate polynomial ring has been overcome. The following
section deals with a symmetry and grading of the problem.
2.2 Symmetries and grading
A very important tool in calculations is the grading which is present in the problem (see for example [11]).
The origin of this grading lies in a grading of the underlying Lie algebra. We will list the degrees:
[x] = 1 , [u1] = 2 , [u2] = 6 , [u3] = 8 , [u4] = 12
and from this grading we can deduce the degrees of all other objects (see appendix A). For example, [1] = 7
so [Q11] = [11]− [@xW ] = 14− 8 = 6 and from this we can deduce the degrees of the p11k(x) of equation
(2:10) as promised. For H11 we get
[p111] = 33 , [p112] = 60 , [p113] = 60 , [p114] = 6 , [p115] = 33 , [p116] = 33
Apart from the involution z ! z which is known to exist for all Riemann surfaces associated with pure
Seiberg-Witten theory[11], there is at least one other involution present for F4. As a result of the grading, we
have the following involution of the Riemann surface: z ! −z , x! −x. This involution is also exhibited
by the surfaces of Br; Cr Seiberg-Witten theory, which are constructed from the same type of procedure [11].
Under a rescaling of x by a factor , the other objects must transform according to their degree
x! x , z ! 9z , u1 ! 2u1 , u2 ! 6u2 , u3 ! 8u3 , u4 ! 12u4
4
and substituting  = −1 gives the involution. The reason for this symmetry is therefore that x and z have
odd degrees, whereas the Casimirs ui all have even degrees. Under this symmetry, the objects transform as
follows
W 7! −W a 7! −b
i 7! −i b 7! −a
@xW 7! @xW c 7! c
Using this symmetry in the multiplication structure (2:11), we nd that Qij 7! Qij . This facilitates the
computations by narrowing down the possible forms Hij .
2.3 Construction of the algebra
The procedure we have used to calculate the multiplication structure (2:13) is to set each coecient of
the multivariate polynomial in x; a; b; c; u1; :::; u4 of the left hand side equal to that of the right hand side.












1 − 109 u1u2 − 73u3








1u3 − 23u1u22 − 43u1u4 − 2u2u3 u1
(− 59u1u2 − 73u3 −6u3 − 2u1u2 0














− 2554u31 + 14u2 524u1 34 0
u1
(− 59u1u2 − 73u3 14u2 0 1
1
6u4 − 527u21u3 112u3 0 0








− 53u21 34 0 0
−6u3 − 2u1u2 0 −6u1 0
− 23u1u3 0 0 1








1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCA
Although it was proven abstractly in theorem 4 that these are structure constants of an associative
algebra, this was also checked explicitly from the expressions above.
3 Conclusions and Outlook
In this letter, we constructed the algebra of holomorphic dierential forms for Lie algebra F4 and we proved
its associativity. Together with the theory of [8] this proves that the prepotential of pure F4 Seiberg-
Witten theory satises the generalized WDVV equations. Apart from the link of Seiberg-Witten theory









with integrable systems [15],[11] there is no explanation why the generalized WDVV equations should hold
for this theory. One possible indication is that its origin lies in the 2D Landau-Ginzburg systems (for which
the WDVV equations themselves hold), as explained for simply laced groups in [10]. In that article it was
also conjectured that for B;C type Lie algebras, the generalized WDVV equations can be shown to hold by
using the Landau-Ginzburg theory of BC type. This was subsequently proven in [16]. It would be interesting
to use the algebra constructed explicitly in the present paper for F4 to nd out if an interpretation of the
generalized WDVV equations in terms of the F4 Landau-Ginzburg model [17] can be given.
Acknowledgements: It is a pleasure to thank G. Post and G. Helminck for stimulating discussions.
A The F4 spectral curve












































b1(x) = −636x9 − 300u1x7 − 48u21x5 − 5u2x3 + 2u3x;
b2(x) = −168x18 − 348u1x16 − 276u21x14 + (−116u31 + 14u2)x12
+ (−92u3 − 20u41 − 8u1u2)x10 + (−42u1u3 − 6u21u2)x8











b3(x) = x27 + 6u1x25 + 15u21x
23 + (20u31 + u2)x
21 + (5u3 + 4u1u2 + 15u41)x
19

























































































The degrees of several objects, induced by the grading in section 2.2, are given in the following table:
[p] [q] [a] [b] [c] [W ] [@xW ] [1] [2] [3] [4]
18 27 27 27 27 9 8 7 3 1 −3
4Note that we have corrected a misprint in [12] by adding a factor 12 in the cube roots.
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B Proof of proposition 1















































































































b (q − c) =
2 (q + c)
b (q − c) (q + c) =









































Using these equations in (B:1) yields




































































and therefore the ei = abci are polynomials in x; a; b; c.
C The modulo part of the algebra
In section 2.3 we already wrote down the structure constants of the algebra A, which were obtained from the
multiplication structure (2:13). The eQij were also calculated are are written down below. It can be checked
explicitly from these expressions that the grading (and therefore the symmetry) of section 2.2 is respected.
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eQ11 = x2(−49572 u2 u12 x3 − 944784 u3x5 + 116640 u14 x5 + 472392 u2x7 + 9720 u3 u12 x
+64800u15 x3 + 188484408 x13 + 25404192 u12 x9 + 81648 u13 x7
−192456 u3u1 x3 + 135104112 u1x11 − 78732 u2 u1 x5)ap c+ x2(
296544078 u32 x24 + 66156000 u110 x20 − 10139894280 u3x32 − 4209012720 u2x34
+3300000u111 x18 + 354294 u42 x16 + 5300813664u17 x26 + 2462516640u18 x24
−1084139640 u4x28 − 161467364736u13 x34 + 557067600 u19 x22
−10628820 u23 x22 − 469793844 u22 x28 − 35317075680 u15 x30
−80736516720 u1x38 − 103801685976u14 x32 − 2650644 u33 x16
−150907986360u12 x36 − 439295400 u16 x28 + 20412 u34 x8 − 19629304776 x40
+972u42 u3 x8 − 4374 u42 u2 x10 + 200 u42 u15 x6 + 1560 u42 u14 x8 − 5508 u42 u13 x10
−7128 u42 u12 x12 + 172044 u42 u1 x14 + 324 u4 u33 x4 + 34992 u4 u32 x12
+22753548u4u3 x20 + 511758 u4u22 x16 − 17242308 u4u2 x22 − 52000 u4 u18 x12
−698400 u4u17 x14 − 2843280 u4u16 x16 + 24624 u4 u15 x18 + 5466528 u4u14 x20
−158391288 u4u13 x22 − 825006384 u4u12 x24 − 1561727952 u4u1 x26
+4860u34 u1 x6 − 90396 u33 u2 x10 − 3000 u33 u15 x6 − 22050 u33 u14 x8
−157950 u33 u13 x10 − 963738 u33 u12 x12 + 249908490 u32 u12 x20
+69289992u32 u13 x18 − 609535368 u3u15 x22 + 5357340 u32 u15 x14
−2550042 u33 u1 x14 + 454677300 u32 u1 x22 + 16795512 u32 u14 x16
+1213200u32 u16 x12 + 133407 u32 u22 x12 − 7576695288 u3u13 x26
−317514168 u3u16 x20 + 5380020 u3u22 u12 x16 − 13122 u4 u2 u1 x20
+8800u4 u3 u16 x8 − 290142 u4 u3 u2 u1 x12 + 729 u4 u3 u22 x8 + 108 u4 u32 u2 u1 x4
+486u42 u3 u1 x6 + 339714 u4u22 u1 x14 + 58320 u4 u22 u12 x12 − 411156 u4 u3 u2 x14
−40500 u4u3 u2 u12 x10 + 27 u42 u2 u12 x6 + 33966 u3 u22 u14 x12
+84120u4u3 u15 x10 + 600 u4 u3 u2 u14 x6 + 1117557 u32 u2 u1 x16
−1701 u32 u22 u1 x10 + 10660896 u4u2 u12 x18 + 2916 u4 u22 u13 x10
+243u4 u23 u1 x8 + 16008840 u4u3 u1 x18 + 1335528 u4u3 u12 x16
−662904 u4u3 u13 x14 + 128088 u4u3 u14 x12 + 378 u4 u3 u2 u13 x8
−324 u4 u3 u22 u1 x6 − 103609800 u3u17 x18 − 85739148 u3u2 x26
+9526572u3u22 x20 − 65610 u3 u23 x14 + 2322594 u32 u2 x18 − 16869000 u3u18 x16
−90 u42 u3 u12 x4 + 12600 u32 u2 u15 x8 + 1620 u33 u2 u12 x6 − 1847280168 u3u14 x24
−1088000 u3u19 x14 − 18275901696 u3u12 x28 − 21857105448 u3u1 x30
−4374 u24 u12 x12 − 21870 u24 u1 x14 + 8100 u23 u15 x12 − 47466 u23 u14 x14
−1045386 u23 u13 x16 − 4850766 u23 u12 x18 − 11271798 u23 u1 x20
+189900u22 u17 x14 + 1387260 u22 u16 x16 − 4186404 u22 u15 x18
−78687288 u22 u14 x20 − 365456448 u22 u13 x22 − 824350284 u22 u12 x24
−940296276 u22 u1 x26 + 1398000 u2u19 x16 + 20144700 u2u18 x18
+96375420u2u17 x20 + 8636868 u2u16 x22 − 1810395684 u2u15 x24
−8360778528 u2u14 x26 − 18678222216 u2u13 x28 − 23109416640 u2u12 x30
−15041906064 u2u1 x32 + 275365170 u3u2 u12 x22 − 287400 u3 u2 u17 x12
+11481750u3u22 u1 x18 + 1267974 u3u22 u13 x14 − 17550 u3 u22 u15 x10
+9477u3 u23 u12 x10 − 155925 u32 u2 u13 x12 + 30555 u32 u2 u14 x10
+38244312u3u2 u14 x18 − 2633940 u3u2 u16 x14 + 31347 u3 u23 u1 x12
−6804 u32 u22 u12 x8 − 82260 u4 u2 u15 x12 − 11400 u4 u2 u16 x10 − 450 u4 u22 u14 x8
−3761532 u3u2 u15 x16 − 32805 u32 u2 u12 x14 − 13608 u33 u2 u1 x8
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+ 55624158 u3u2 u1 x24 + 185072688 u3u2 u13 x20 + 4138776 u4 u2 u13 x16
+ 248616 u4u2 u14 x14 + 26244 u4 u32 u1 x10 − 3888 u4 u32 u12 x8 − 1980 u4 u32 u13 x6
− 200 u4 u32 u14 x4 − 972 u4 u32 u2 x6 + 109000 u32 u17 x10 − 1863 u42 u2 u1 x8)ap+ x2
(−49572 u2 u12 x3 − 944784 u3 x5 + 116640 u14 x5 + 472392 u2x7 + 9720 u3 u12 x
+ 64800 u15 x3 + 188484408 x13 + 25404192 u12 x9 + 81648 u13 x7
− 192456 u3u1 x3 + 135104112 u1x11 − 78732 u2 u1 x5)bp c+ x2(
− 296544078 u32 x24 − 66156000 u110 x20 + 10139894280u3x32
+ 4209012720 u2x34 − 3300000 u111 x18 − 354294 u42 x16 − 5300813664 u17 x26
− 2462516640 u18 x24 + 1084139640u4x28 + 161467364736u13 x34
− 557067600 u19 x22 + 10628820 u23 x22 + 469793844 u22 x28
+ 35317075680 u15 x30 + 80736516720u1x38 + 103801685976u14 x32
+ 2650644 u33 x16 + 150907986360 u12 x36 + 439295400 u16 x28 − 20412 u34 x8
+ 19629304776 x40− 972 u42 u3 x8 + 4374 u42 u2 x10 − 200 u42 u15 x6
− 1560 u42 u14 x8 + 5508 u42 u13 x10 + 7128 u42 u12 x12 − 172044 u42 u1 x14
− 324 u4 u33 x4 − 34992 u4 u32 x12 − 22753548 u4u3 x20 − 511758 u4 u22 x16
+ 17242308 u4u2 x22 + 52000 u4 u18 x12 + 698400 u4 u17 x14 + 2843280 u4u16 x16
− 24624 u4 u15 x18 − 5466528 u4u14 x20 + 158391288 u4u13 x22
+ 825006384 u4u12 x24 + 1561727952u4u1 x26 − 4860 u34 u1 x6 + 90396 u33 u2 x10
+ 3000 u33 u15 x6 + 22050 u33 u14 x8 + 157950 u33 u13 x10 + 963738 u33 u12 x12
− 249908490 u32 u12 x20 − 69289992 u32 u13 x18 + 609535368 u3u15 x22
− 5357340 u32 u15 x14 + 2550042 u33 u1 x14 − 454677300 u32 u1 x22
− 16795512 u32 u14 x16 − 1213200 u32 u16 x12 − 133407 u32 u22 x12
+ 7576695288 u3u13 x26 + 317514168 u3u16 x20 − 5380020 u3u22 u12 x16
+ 13122 u4 u2 u1 x20 − 8800 u4 u3 u16 x8 + 290142 u4 u3 u2 u1 x12 − 729 u4 u3 u22 x8
− 108 u4 u32 u2 u1 x4 − 486 u42 u3 u1 x6 − 339714 u4u22 u1 x14 − 58320 u4 u22 u12 x12
+ 411156 u4u3 u2 x14 + 40500 u4 u3 u2 u12 x10 − 27 u42 u2 u12 x6
− 33966 u3 u22 u14 x12 − 84120 u4 u3 u15 x10 − 600 u4 u3 u2 u14 x6
− 1117557 u32 u2 u1 x16 + 1701 u32 u22 u1 x10 − 10660896 u4u2 u12 x18
− 2916 u4 u22 u13 x10 − 243 u4 u23 u1 x8 − 16008840 u4u3 u1 x18
− 1335528 u4u3 u12 x16 + 662904 u4 u3 u13 x14 − 128088 u4u3 u14 x12
− 378 u4 u3 u2 u13 x8 + 324 u4 u3 u22 u1 x6 + 103609800 u3u17 x18
+ 85739148 u3u2 x26 − 9526572 u3u22 x20 + 65610 u3 u23 x14 − 2322594 u32 u2 x18
+ 16869000 u3u18 x16 + 90 u42 u3 u12 x4 − 12600 u32 u2 u15 x8 − 1620 u33 u2 u12 x6
+ 1847280168 u3u14 x24 + 1088000 u3u19 x14 + 18275901696u3u12 x28
+ 21857105448 u3u1 x30 + 4374 u24 u12 x12 + 21870 u24 u1 x14 − 8100 u23 u15 x12
+ 47466 u23 u14 x14 + 1045386 u23 u13 x16 + 4850766 u23 u12 x18
+ 11271798 u23 u1 x20 − 189900 u22 u17 x14 − 1387260 u22 u16 x16
+ 4186404 u22 u15 x18 + 78687288 u22 u14 x20 + 365456448 u22 u13 x22
+ 824350284 u22 u12 x24 + 940296276 u22 u1 x26 − 1398000 u2u19 x16
− 20144700 u2u18 x18 − 96375420 u2u17 x20 − 8636868 u2u16 x22
+ 1810395684 u2u15 x24 + 8360778528u2u14 x26 + 18678222216u2u13 x28
9
+ 23109416640 u2u12 x30 + 15041906064u2u1 x32 − 275365170 u3u2 u12 x22
+ 287400 u3u2 u17 x12 − 11481750 u3u22 u1 x18 − 1267974 u3u22 u13 x14
+ 17550 u3 u22 u15 x10 − 9477 u3 u23 u12 x10 + 155925 u32 u2 u13 x12
− 30555 u32 u2 u14 x10 − 38244312 u3u2 u14 x18 + 2633940 u3u2 u16 x14
− 31347 u3 u23 u1 x12 + 6804 u32 u22 u12 x8 + 82260 u4 u2 u15 x12
+ 11400 u4 u2 u16 x10 + 450 u4 u22 u14 x8 + 3761532 u3u2 u15 x16
+ 32805 u32 u2 u12 x14 + 13608 u33 u2 u1 x8 − 55624158 u3u2 u1 x24
− 185072688 u3u2 u13 x20 − 4138776 u4u2 u13 x16 − 248616 u4 u2 u14 x14
− 26244 u4 u32 u1 x10 + 3888 u4 u32 u12 x8 + 1980 u4 u32 u13 x6 + 200 u4 u32 u14 x4
+ 972 u4 u32 u2 x6 − 109000 u32 u17 x10 + 1863 u42 u2 u1 x8)bp
+ x2 (−1049760 u1 x2 + 116640 u12 − 3779136 x4) p c
eQ12 = x2 (571536 u1 x7 + 1627128 x9 + 2916 u2 x3 − 12960 u13 x3 − 23328 u12 x5 − 1944 u3 x) ap c
+x2(3078 u42 x12 + 141481404 u2x30 − 1637808336 u15 x26 − 13231200 u18 x20
−2379123576 u12 x32 − 756771984 u1x34 − 551785608 u16 x24 + 3319866 u22 x24
−3052043064 u14 x28 − 9500328 u4x24 − 660000 u19 x18 − 21870 u23 x18
−3524149296 u13 x30 + 1981422 u32 x20 + 18 u42 u3 x4 + 1296 u4 u32 x8
−40 u42 u13 x6 − 27 u42 u2 x6 + 324 u42 u1 x10 − 312 u42 u12 x8 + 177876 u4 u3 x16
+2673u4 u22 x12 − 239112 u4 u2 x18 + 10400 u4 u16 x12 + 139680 u4u15 x14
+677520u4u14 x16 + 932472 u4 u13 x18 − 2639952 u4u12 x20 − 9867744 u4u1 x22
+600u33 u13 x6 + 4410 u33 u12 x8 + 10368 u33 u1 x10 − 3726 u4 u3 u2 x10
−1026 u4 u3 u2 u1 x8 − 120 u4 u3 u2 u12 x6 + 396 u4 u32 u1 x6 + 40 u4 u32 u12 x4
−1760 u4 u3 u14 x8 − 16824 u4 u3 u13 x10 − 46224 u4 u3 u12 x12 + 27216 u4 u3 u1 x14
−40095 u32 u2 x14 − 21800 u32 u15 x10 − 242640 u32 u14 x12 − 941868 u32 u13 x14
−1268622 u32 u12 x16 + 609444 u32 u1 x18 + 51759 u3 u22 x16 − 5143824 u3u2 x22
+217600u3u17 x14 + 3373800 u3u16 x16 + 20879424 u3u15 x18
+63603144u3u14 x20 + 85913136 u3u13 x22 − 5528736 u3u12 x24
−143607168 u3u1 x26 − 1620 u23 u13 x12 − 11016 u23 u12 x14 − 18954 u23 u1 x16
−37980 u22 u15 x14 − 428436 u22 u14 x16 − 1700514 u22 u13 x18
−2656962 u22 u12 x20 + 118098 u22 u1 x22 − 279600 u2u17 x16 − 4385340 u2u16 x18
−27641736 u2u15 x20 − 88159752 u2u14 x22 − 136553364 u2u13 x24
−47991528 u2u12 x26 + 128254428 u2u1 x28 + 90 u4 u22 u12 x8 + 648 u4 u22 u1 x10
+2280u4 u2 u14 x10 + 22068 u4 u2 u13 x12 + 69444 u4 u2 u12 x14 − 10206 u4 u2 u1 x16
−2520 u32 u2 u13 x8 − 17883 u32 u2 u12 x10 − 39042 u32 u2 u1 x12 + 3510 u3 u22 u13 x10
+24246u3 u22 u12 x12 + 47871 u3 u22 u1 x14 + 57480 u3 u2 u15 x12
+644292u3u2 u14 x14 + 2541888 u3u2 u13 x16 + 3720330 u3u2 u12 x18
−113979600 u17 x22 − 122821920 u3x28 + 10206 u33 x12 + 80779032 x36
−905418 u3u2 u1 x20)ap+ x2(
571536 u1 x7 + 1627128 x9 + 2916 u2 x3 − 12960 u13 x3 − 23328 u12 x5 − 1944 u3 x)
bp c+ x2(−3078 u42 x12 − 141481404 u2x30 + 1637808336u15 x26
+13231200u18 x20 + 2379123576u12 x32 + 756771984 u1x34 + 551785608 u16 x24
−3319866 u22 x24 + 3052043064 u14 x28 + 9500328 u4x24 + 660000 u19 x18
10
+ 21870 u23 x18 + 3524149296 u13 x30 − 1981422 u32 x20 − 18 u42 u3 x4
− 1296 u4 u32 x8 + 40 u42 u13 x6 + 27 u42 u2 x6 − 324 u42 u1 x10 + 312 u42 u12 x8
− 177876 u4 u3 x16 − 2673 u4 u22 x12 + 239112 u4 u2 x18 − 10400 u4 u16 x12
− 139680 u4 u15 x14 − 677520 u4u14 x16 − 932472 u4 u13 x18 + 2639952 u4u12 x20
+ 9867744 u4u1 x22 − 600 u33 u13 x6 − 4410 u33 u12 x8 − 10368 u33 u1 x10
+ 3726 u4 u3 u2 x10 + 1026 u4 u3 u2 u1 x8 + 120 u4 u3 u2 u12 x6 − 396 u4 u32 u1 x6
− 40 u4 u32 u12 x4 + 1760 u4 u3 u14 x8 + 16824 u4 u3 u13 x10 + 46224 u4 u3 u12 x12
− 27216 u4 u3 u1 x14 + 40095 u32 u2 x14 + 21800 u32 u15 x10 + 242640 u32 u14 x12
+ 941868 u32 u13 x14 + 1268622 u32 u12 x16 − 609444 u32 u1 x18 − 51759 u3 u22 x16
+ 5143824 u3u2 x22 − 217600 u3 u17 x14 − 3373800 u3u16 x16 − 20879424 u3u15 x18
− 63603144 u3u14 x20 − 85913136 u3u13 x22 + 5528736 u3u12 x24
+ 143607168 u3u1 x26 + 1620 u23 u13 x12 + 11016 u23 u12 x14 + 18954 u23 u1 x16
+ 37980 u22 u15 x14 + 428436 u22 u14 x16 + 1700514 u22 u13 x18
+ 2656962 u22 u12 x20 − 118098 u22 u1 x22 + 279600 u2 u17 x16 + 4385340 u2u16 x18
+ 27641736 u2u15 x20 + 88159752 u2u14 x22 + 136553364 u2u13 x24
+ 47991528 u2u12 x26 − 128254428 u2u1 x28 − 90 u4 u22 u12 x8 − 648 u4 u22 u1 x10
− 2280 u4 u2 u14 x10 − 22068 u4 u2 u13 x12 − 69444 u4 u2 u12 x14 + 10206 u4 u2 u1 x16
+ 2520 u32 u2 u13 x8 + 17883 u32 u2 u12 x10 + 39042 u32 u2 u1 x12 − 3510 u3 u22 u13 x10
− 24246 u3 u22 u12 x12 − 47871 u3 u22 u1 x14 − 57480 u3 u2 u15 x12
− 644292 u3 u2 u14 x14 − 2541888 u3u2 u13 x16 − 3720330 u3u2 u12 x18
+ 113979600 u17 x22 + 122821920 u3x28 − 10206 u33 x12 − 80779032 x36
+ 905418 u3 u2 u1 x20)bp− 23328 x2 p c
11
eQ22 = x5 (8748 x2 + 1296 u1) ap c+ x5(82087344 u13 x23 + 2090772 u2x23 + 105462 u22 x17
−39852 u4 x17 + 36388116 u14 x21 + 66000 u17 x15 − 1513404 u3x21 − 252 u33 x5
+1198380u16 x17 + 94842900 u12 x25 + 9033408 u15 x19 + 33592320 u1x27
+15 u42 x5 + 810 u23 x11 − 2214 u4 u2 x11 − 1551312 u3u13 x15 − 19446804 x29
−3901932 u3u12 x17 − 4492584 u3u1 x19 + 162 u23 u1 x9 + 3798 u22 u13 x11
+36396u22 u12 x13 + 107892 u22 u1 x15 + 27960 u2 u15 x13 + 389610 u2u14 x15
+2080242u2u13 x17 + 5323482 u2u12 x19 + 6227118 u2u1 x21 + 176 u4 u3 u12 x5
+1020u4 u3 u1 x7 − 228 u4 u2 u12 x7 − 1359 u4 u2 u1 x9 + 252 u32 u2 u1 x5
−351 u3 u22 u1 x7 − 5748 u3 u2 u13 x9 − 53289 u3 u2 u12 x11 − 154575 u3 u2 u1 x13
−1040 u4 u14 x9 − 11052 u4 u13 x11 − 43776 u4 u12 x13 − 73872 u4 u1 x15
−60 u33 u1 x3 + 1116 u32 u2 x7 + 2180 u32 u13 x7 + 19557 u32 u12 x9
+55404u32 u1 x11 − 1647 u3 u22 x9 − 147258 u3 u2 x15 − 21760 u3 u15 x11
−296016 u3u14 x13 + 4 u42 u1 x3 − 4 u4 u32 x+ 1566 u4 u3 x9 − 9 u4 u22 x5
+12 u4 u3 u2 x3 + 51435 u32 x13)ap+ x5 (8748 x2 + 1296 u1) bp c+ x5(
−82087344 u13 x23 − 2090772 u2x23 − 105462 u22 x17 + 39852 u4 x17
−36388116 u14 x21 − 66000 u17 x15 + 1513404 u3x21 + 252 u33 x5
−1198380 u16 x17 − 94842900 u12 x25 − 9033408 u15 x19 − 33592320 u1x27
−15 u42 x5 − 810 u23 x11 + 2214 u4 u2 x11 + 1551312 u3u13 x15 + 19446804 x29
+3901932u3u12 x17 + 4492584 u3u1 x19 − 162 u23 u1 x9 − 3798 u22 u13 x11
−36396 u22 u12 x13 − 107892 u22 u1 x15 − 27960 u2 u15 x13 − 389610 u2u14 x15
−2080242 u2u13 x17 − 5323482 u2u12 x19 − 6227118 u2u1 x21 − 176 u4 u3 u12 x5
−1020 u4 u3 u1 x7 + 228 u4 u2 u12 x7 + 1359 u4 u2 u1 x9 − 252 u32 u2 u1 x5
+351u3 u22 u1 x7 + 5748 u3 u2 u13 x9 + 53289 u3 u2 u12 x11 + 154575 u3 u2 u1 x13
+1040u4 u14 x9 + 11052 u4 u13 x11 + 43776 u4 u12 x13 + 73872 u4 u1 x15
+60 u33 u1 x3 − 1116 u32 u2 x7 − 2180 u32 u13 x7 − 19557 u32 u12 x9
−55404 u32 u1 x11 + 1647 u3 u22 x9 + 147258 u3 u2 x15 + 21760 u3 u15 x11
+296016u3u14 x13 − 4 u42 u1 x3 + 4 u4 u32 x− 1566 u4 u3 x9 + 9 u4 u22 x5
−12 u4 u3 u2 x3 − 51435 u32 x13)bp
12
eQ13 = x5 (−2592 u12 − 75816 x4 − 31104 u1 x2) ap c+ x5(−790725888 u13 x25 − 968246136 u12 x27
−549666 u32 x15 − 400885848 u14 x23 + 577368 u4 x19 + 2268 u33 x7
+26401464u3x23 − 162 u42 x7 − 128127744 u15 x21 − 37004040 u2x25
−25216200 u16 x19 − 1124118 u22 x19 − 7290 u23 x13 − 691581888 u1x29
−132000 u18 x15 − 2788800 u17 x17 + 150048 u3 u2 u13 x11 + 727110 u3u2 u12 x13
+1632474u3u2 u1 x15 − 242337096 x31− 8 u42 u12 x3 − 48 u42 u1 x5 + 36 u4 u32 x3
−17172 u4 u3 x11 + 81 u4 u22 x7 + 24300 u4 u2 x13 + 2080 u4 u15 x9
+27648u4 u14 x11 + 155592 u4u13 x13 + 478224 u4u12 x15 + 777600 u4 u1 x17
+120u33 u12 x3 + 1044 u33 u1 x5 − 10044 u32 u2 x9 − 4360 u32 u14 x7
−55224 u32 u13 x9 − 263574 u32 u12 x11 − 586440 u32 u1 x13 + 14823 u3 u22 x11
+1571724u3u2 x17 + 43520 u3 u16 x11 + 734592 u3u15 x13 + 5109696 u3 u14 x15
+19070640u3u13 x17 + 40857048 u3u12 x19 + 48358944 u3u1 x21 − 324 u23 u12 x9
−3078 u23 u1 x11 − 7596 u22 u14 x11 − 102114 u22 u13 x13 − 503010 u22 u12 x15
−1136754 u22 u1 x17 − 55920 u2 u16 x13 − 968112 u2 u15 x15 − 6839964 u2u14 x17
−25753788 u2u13 x19 − 55634364 u2u12 x21 − 66441060 u2u1 x23
−3120 u4 u3 u12 x7 − 352 u4 u3 u13 x5 − 108 u4 u3 u2 x5 − 24 u4 u3 u2 u1 x3
+8 u4 u32 u1 x− 11016 u4 u3 u1 x9 + 18 u4 u22 u1 x5 + 456 u4 u2 u13 x7
+4176u4 u2 u12 x9 + 14634 u4 u2 u1 x11 − 504 u32 u2 u12 x5 − 4500 u32 u2 u1 x7
+702u3 u22 u12 x7 + 6453 u3 u22 u1 x9 + 11496 u3 u2 u14 x9)ap
+x5 (−2592 u12 − 75816 x4 − 31104 u1 x2) bp c+ x5(790725888 u13 x25
+968246136u12 x27 + 549666 u32 x15 + 400885848 u14 x23 − 577368 u4x19
−2268 u33 x7 − 26401464 u3x23 + 162 u42 x7 + 128127744 u15 x21
+37004040u2x25 + 25216200 u16 x19 + 1124118 u22 x19 + 7290 u23 x13
+691581888u1x29 + 132000 u18 x15 + 2788800 u17 x17 − 150048 u3u2 u13 x11
−727110 u3u2 u12 x13 − 1632474 u3u2 u1 x15 + 242337096 x31 + 8 u42 u12 x3
+48 u42 u1 x5 − 36 u4 u32 x3 + 17172 u4 u3 x11 − 81 u4 u22 x7 − 24300 u4 u2 x13
−2080 u4 u15 x9 − 27648 u4 u14 x11 − 155592 u4 u13 x13 − 478224 u4 u12 x15
−777600 u4u1 x17 − 120 u33 u12 x3 − 1044 u33 u1 x5 + 10044 u32 u2 x9
+4360u32 u14 x7 + 55224 u32 u13 x9 + 263574 u32 u12 x11 + 586440 u32 u1 x13
−14823 u3 u22 x11 − 1571724 u3u2 x17 − 43520 u3 u16 x11 − 734592 u3u15 x13
−5109696 u3u14 x15 − 19070640 u3u13 x17 − 40857048 u3u12 x19
−48358944 u3u1 x21 + 324 u23 u12 x9 + 3078 u23 u1 x11 + 7596 u22 u14 x11
+102114u22 u13 x13 + 503010 u22 u12 x15 + 1136754 u22 u1 x17 + 55920 u2 u16 x13
+968112u2u15 x15 + 6839964 u2 u14 x17 + 25753788 u2u13 x19
+55634364u2u12 x21 + 66441060 u2u1 x23 + 3120 u4 u3 u12 x7 + 352 u4 u3 u13 x5
+108u4 u3 u2 x5 + 24 u4 u3 u2 u1 x3 − 8 u4 u32 u1 x+ 11016 u4 u3 u1 x9
−18 u4 u22 u1 x5 − 456 u4 u2 u13 x7 − 4176 u4 u2 u12 x9 − 14634 u4 u2 u1 x11
+504u32 u2 u12 x5 + 4500 u32 u2 u1 x7 − 702 u3 u22 u12 x7 − 6453 u3 u22 u1 x9
−11496 u3 u2 u14 x9)bp
13
eQ23 = −108 x5 ap c+ x5(195 u32 u12 x7 − 212 u4 u13 x9 − 497016 u3 u1 x17 + 270 u22 u12 x11
+2646u22 u1 x13 − 4113 u3 u2 u1 x11 − 459 u3 u2 u12 x9 + 1584 u32 u1 x9
+7698240u13 x21 − 8100 u4 x15 + u42 x3 − 2064 u4 u12 x11 − 9126 u3 u2 x13
−2960 u3 u14 x11 + 679266 u2 u1 x19 − 40944 u3 u13 x13 − 211140 u3u12 x15
−6624 u4 u1 x13 + 51174 u2 u13 x15 − 33 u4 u2 u1 x7 + 28 u4 u3 u1 x5 + 114 u4 u3 x7
−473364 u3x19 + 11220 u16 x15 + 1769868 u14 x19 + 3486 u2 u14 x13
+15457716x27 + 6480 u22 x15 + 19199916 u12 x23 + 26162352 u1x25
+673596u2x21 + 218832 u15 x17 + 3213 u32 x11 − 162 u4 u2 x9 + 277614 u2 u12 x17)
ap− 108 x5 bp c+ x5(−195 u32 u12 x7 + 212 u4 u13 x9 + 497016 u3u1 x17
−270 u22 u12 x11 − 2646 u22 u1 x13 + 4113 u3 u2 u1 x11 + 459 u3 u2 u12 x9
−1584 u32 u1 x9 − 7698240 u13 x21 + 8100 u4 x15 − u42 x3 + 2064 u4 u12 x11
+9126u3 u2 x13 + 2960 u3 u14 x11 − 679266 u2u1 x19 + 40944 u3 u13 x13
+211140u3u12 x15 + 6624 u4 u1 x13 − 51174 u2 u13 x15 + 33 u4 u2 u1 x7
−28 u4 u3 u1 x5 − 114 u4 u3 x7 + 473364 u3 x19 − 11220 u16 x15 − 1769868 u14 x19
−3486 u2 u14 x13 − 15457716 x27 − 6480 u22 x15 − 19199916 u12 x23
−26162352 u1x25 − 673596 u2x21 − 218832 u15 x17 − 3213 u32 x11 + 162 u4 u2 x9
−277614 u2u12 x17)bp
eQ33 = 108 x3 ap c+ x3(−195 u32 u12 x7 + 212 u4 u13 x9 + 497016 u3 u1 x17 − 270 u22 u12 x11
−2646 u22 u1 x13 + 4113 u3 u2 u1 x11 + 459 u3 u2 u12 x9 − 1584 u32 u1 x9
−7698240 u13 x21 + 8100 u4 x15 − u42 x3 + 2064 u4 u12 x11 + 9126 u3 u2 x13
+2960u3 u14 x11 − 679266 u2 u1 x19 + 40944 u3 u13 x13 + 211140 u3u12 x15
+6624u4 u1 x13 − 51174 u2 u13 x15 + 33 u4 u2 u1 x7 − 28 u4 u3 u1 x5 − 114 u4 u3 x7
+473364u3x19 − 11220 u16 x15 − 1769868 u14 x19 − 3486 u2 u14 x13
−15457716 x27− 6480 u22 x15 − 19199916 u12 x23 − 26162352 u1x25
−673596 u2x21 − 218832 u15 x17 − 3213 u32 x11 + 162 u4 u2 x9 − 277614 u2 u12 x17)
ap+ 108 x3 bp c+ x3(195 u32 u12 x7 − 212 u4 u13 x9 − 497016 u3 u1 x17
+270u22 u12 x11 + 2646 u22 u1 x13 − 4113 u3 u2 u1 x11 − 459 u3 u2 u12 x9
+1584u32 u1 x9 + 7698240 u13 x21 − 8100 u4 x15 + u42 x3 − 2064 u4 u12 x11
−9126 u3 u2 x13 − 2960 u3 u14 x11 + 679266 u2u1 x19 − 40944 u3 u13 x13
−211140 u3u12 x15 − 6624 u4 u1 x13 + 51174 u2 u13 x15 − 33 u4 u2 u1 x7
+28 u4 u3 u1 x5 + 114 u4 u3 x7 − 473364 u3 x19 + 11220 u16 x15 + 1769868 u14 x19
+3486u2 u14 x13 + 15457716 x27 + 6480 u22 x15 + 19199916 u12 x23
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